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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents possible solutions of speed multipliers for wind turbines and how the transmission 
ratio must be divided on the three gear steps, considering the criterion of minimum volume of gears, 
for each of the possible solutions. Many studies have been developed in order to optimize the choose 
of the gear ratios of the consisting gears of a transmission, starting with different criteria, like: 
minimal summed centre distances, minimal volume of gears, minimal length, minimal width, minimal 
weight, minimal area of the frontal section of the transmission.  
Keywords: optimal gear ratios, software, gear volume. 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The sustainable energy sources offer an inexhaustible energy potential and are available immediately. 
The utilization of sustainable resources will lead to a higher acceptance of renewable and to the spread 
of their use worldwide. The speed multiplier and the bearings are the most important parts of the wind 
turbines transmission. In comparison with other kinds of gear transmissions, the speed multiplier of 
the wind turbines has some main characteristics: the input torque is bigger than the output torque, the 
input rotation is smaller than the output rotation,  
 

 
 

Figure 1. Schematic wind turbine components 
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the weight and the overall dimensions must be as reduced as possible [2,3]. 
There are few possible constructive solutions, from which here are represented in schematic form 4 of 
them [1]. In figure 2.a is represented a three stage external gears multiplier, the maximum value for the 
global multiplier ratio in this case is in a range between iMmax=100 … 150, 2.b represents a three stage 
multiplier the first two are external gears and the last is an internal gear, in this case the maximum 
value for the global multiplier ratio is in a range between iMmax=200 … 250. For both this constructive 
solutions 8 bearings are necessary, for all axes to be well sustained. 
 

 

  
Figure 2. First type of solutions where the first step is an external gear 

 
Other types of possible solutions are the ones represented in figure 3, the first step of the multiplier is 
an internal gear followed by two external gears, the maximum value for the global multiplier ratio in 
this case is iMmax=200 … 250,  or in the other case an internal and an external gear where the 
maximum value for the global multiplier ratio is  iMmax=280 … 330,. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Constructive solutions with an internal gear in the first step 
 
2. SOFTWARE 
Software is developed and the results are presented as diagrams. This paper is imposing the criterion 
of minimal volume of gears, for an imposed global multiplying ratio( iM), the calculus is developed in 
the following steps set of the multiplying ratio in step I, (iMI) in the range of possible values (from 
iMmin to iMmax); Calculus of the multiplying ratio in step II and III; Gear volume (V) calculus; The 
optimal gear ratios (iMI, iMII and iMIII) are the ones for which the minimal gear volume (V) is 
obtained. Calculus is repeated for imposed global multiplier ratio (iM) in the range of possible values 
(from iMmin to iMmax), determining the optimal gear ratios, for each of these values.  
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The software developed in order to optimize a transmission with several gears used in the multiplier of 
a small or medium wind turbine. The process of optimization is mainly based on choosing the right 
gear ratio for each of the consisting steps of the transmission. Based on the logical flow from fig. 2, 
software was developed for determining optimal gear ratio considering the criterion of minimal 
volume of gears. This paper is dealing with choosing the optimized gear ratios of the consisting gears 
of three steps speed multiplier, in different constructive solutions.  
 

 
 

Figure 4. Results software interface 
 
In order to choose the best transmission knowing the type of generator used and the power that the 
turbine can produce, it is necessary to know the value of the multiplier ratio iM, defined as the ratio of 
input angular speed to output angular speed: 
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According to the wheel tooth number the multiplier ratio for a cylindrical gear with fixed axles can be 
determined with the following relation 
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where z1 represents the driving wheel tooth number, and z2 – the driven wheel tooth number. 
For a three stage speed multiplier the transmition ratio can be determined by multiplying all three 
stage ratios: 
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The main imposed restrictions for the consisting cylindrical gearings are [4]: 
• Avoiding the teeth profile interference; 
• Achieving a minimum transverse contact ratio of εαmin=1.3; 
• Avoiding the sharpening of the gearing wheels teeth sa1 ≥ samin and sa2 ≥ samin; 
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• Choosing the minimal normal module according to the applied treatment. (mnmin =1.5 mm, for 
case hardening, respectively mnmin = 2.0 mm, for cementation or nitrating);  

• The actual stresses for the two main stress types should not be bigger than the corresponding 
permissible stresses, HPH σσ ≤ ; ,11 FPF σσ ≤  22 FPF σσ ≤ ; 

• Tolerance of  actual transmission ratio relative to imposed transmission ratio is ±3%; 
• The gear ratio must be in the range of (1.5…8) for external gears and in the range of (2.5…10) 

for internal gears. 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Table results – Gears elements 
 
In the calculus is taken into consideration the fact that the internal wheel is ring shape. 
 
3. CONCLUSIONS 
Calculations have been developed for a speed multiplier with the following inputs: input power 
P=30'kW input rotational speed ninp=100 rot/min, application factor KA=1.1, helix angle for both gears 
β=0°, total imposed running time Lh=10000 h, width coefficient ψaI=0.3, width coefficient ratio 
ψaII/ψaI=0.8, umin=1.5 for external gears and umin=2.5 for internal gears, permissible torsion stress for 
shaft pre-dimensioning τatI=40 MPa, clearance jI=15, jII=20 gears are made of cementation steel with 
σH lim =1500 MPa, ,  SH min =1.25, σF lim =500 MPa, ,  SF min =1.56. 
The software developed allows the user to have more possibilities from which to choose the one that 
most fit the application. An important feature of this software is that way that the results are displayed.  
All the results that came out after all calculations of the software are then inserted in a table, from 
which the user can study all the gears dimensions and decide which one fits best on the application 
requirement. After the gears calculations, the bearings are also choose depending on the values of the 
forces that the gears are developing and that will load the bearings. The life of the wind turbine is 
guaranteed for 20 years, the gears where supposed to operate for 10000 hours in normal conditions 
and without maintenance, then the life of the bearings must arrive at the same amount of time, if the 
life of the bearings are miscalculated the life of the wind turbine can be influenced.  
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